Beat: Lifestyle

MIDNIGHT GARAGE FESTIVAL - EXCEPTIONAL CARS AND MOTORCYCLES
EXHIBITION
RIDE,FOOD,SHOP,EXPLORATION
PARIS, 27.10.2021, 07:34 Time
USPA NEWS - What is it about cars, what is the connection between a person and his car? Same goes for a motorcycle, for people
who like to ride. The mere definition of a car for some people is just a piece of steel with four wheels that takes them from one place to
another; while others breath cars and they spend so much time thinking what can be done with a car other than being a mean of
transportation.... To them, they are always comparing them, challenging them, what makes it so desirable and so addictive?
What is it about cars, what is the connection between a person and his car? Same goes for a motorcycle, for people who like to ride.
The mere definition of a car for some people is just a piece of steel with four wheels that takes them from one place to another; while
others breath cars and they spend so much time thinking what can be done with a car other than being a mean of transportation.... To
them, they are always comparing them, challenging them, what makes it so desirable and so addictive?
Another thing that car and motorcycle can bring is to push you to focus on something that sometimes help you escape reality. It can
bring ideas for your mind to build on and make you approach new limits that can be reached and broken. There is always that next
thing to do with yours starting from just a maintenance to adding a sporty exhaust, and more other numerous changes and projects to
try for yours again.
MIDNIGHT GARAGE FESTIVAL 2021 Edition PROGRAM in Paris
For a Unique Week-end in the World of Mechanics (October 29, 30, 31):
- Exhibition of Motorcycles and Cars,
- Art Show with International Artists,
- Pop-Up Stores (Motorcycle Gear and Lifestyle Clothing)
- Book Shop with Signatures
- Craft Beer & Food Stands
- Boxing demonstration and matches (Saturday Evening)
- Midnight Club (Saturday Evening)
- Walks and Rides (Sunday Morning)
- Skateboard Demonstration
- ... and More Exclusivities.
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